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The purpose of Shield is to provide a tamper resistant  
solution that prevents mobile devices from eavesdropping  
on a meeting room without disrupting the meeting 
 environment. This is achieved via a combination of  
sound dampening, sound masking and security features.

Independent testing demonstrates that Shield  
effectively prevents eavesdropping and is resistant  
to methods of advanced signal analysis.

TRUSTED BY  
WORLD LEADING  

MILITARY  
ORGANISATIONS
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Sound can be transmitted through air as 
well as structures. Shield reduces sound 
transmission by: 
•  Reducing air leakage via seals, anti- 

vibration grommets, aluminum lid,  
magnet closing components and  
insulated walls.

•  Vibration dampening via an inside box 
mounted on silicon pads (vibration  
isolator), rubber feet, deadening material 
and rubber seals.

Test Results | Shield is the quietest noise 
cancelling box on the market, only emitting 
10Db of sound at 1 meter from the box.1

USER FRIENDLY

Shield sound dampening

Shield is designed to suppress speech from entering the box via sound  
dampening features. These features also prevent the sound generated  
inside Shield from exiting the box.



THIRD PARTY  
TESTED 

Shield has a noise box built into its interior 
cabin that consists of two small speakers 
and a bass reflex channel. Through detai-
led testing, the bass reflex channel has 
been calibrated to mask human speech.

To ensure the sound masking cannot be 
reverse engineered and removed from 
the recording, Shield plays a three-layered 
randomised sound algorithm that consists 
of a random noise and several synthetic 
voices. 

The sound masking can be played at two 
different volumes allowing the security 
team to customise it to the environment.

Test Results | Shield has been subject  
to testing in an independent acoustic  
laboratory. The tests established that 
Shield effectively stops devices from  
eavesdropping. Ask link22 for the full  
test report.

Shield sound masking

To ensure no sound reaches the mobile devices in the box, Shield plays masking 
sounds that are calibrated to mask human speech and withstand an attackers 
attempt to remove the sound masking from a recording.
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Built and tested by link22’s cybersecurity 
experts, Shield is designed to be tamper 
resistant. 

Security features
• Anti-vandal Switches
•  Power loss signal indicator 
• Active light indication system
•  Tamper evident labels  

(intrusion detection)
• Kensington lock port

Security is not just about adding  
features, it is also about reducing un- 
necessary attack vectors. Therefore, 
Shield has no USB ports for charging  
or microphones for signal recognition. 

The Result | Shield provides a sense of 
security and is trusted by world leading 
military organisations

DEVELOPED  
BY SECURITY  

EXPERTS 

Shield security

A compromised Shield could result in the box itself being used as a  
microphone allowing the attacker to listen to the sensitive information  
being discussed. 



Head office Linköping

link22 AB 
Teknikringen 8
583 30 Linköping
Sweden

Phone +46 13 13 24 00 
info@link22.se

Östersund

link22 AB 
Kyrkgatan 53 
831 34 Östersund

Stockholm

link22 AB 
Tellusvägen 43 
186 36 Vallentuna
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